Worldwide manufacturing company in Vista, is seeking a Software Engineer/C#/C++ Programmer. Our CNC controls are innovatively designed, developed and maintained at our Vista location.

This is a full time position and the successful candidate will be responsible for ongoing development of our CNC controls with C#, C++, XNA and TwinCAT IEC-61131 programming languages in a Windows environment, writing programs of high complexity, matching detailed specifications. The candidate will develop software modifications of both low and high complexity related to the continued development of a GUI and XNA simulation used to control precision CNC machine tools. Occasional travel may be required.

QUALIFICATIONS:
A Bachelors degree in Computer Science, Mathematics, Electrical Engineering or a related discipline, or the equivalent in education and work experience.

C#, C++, Visual Studio – Advanced level
XML, XNA, Visual Basic 6, Visual Source Safe – Intermediate level
Gathering customer requirements, Producing technical documents – Intermediate level
Prefer a candidate with experience in IEC-61131 programming.

Company benefits:
Medical, Dental and Vision. 401k plan with company matching. Vacation accrual begins at hire. 10 paid holidays per year.
Submit Resumes to: HR@JobSpecsInc.com Subject line: Entry level Software Engineer

Hiring Process:
- Phone Screen
- Online Evaluations
- Reference Check
- 1st Face to Face Interview
- 2nd Face to Face Interview
- Offer
- Drug Screen/Background Check/I-9 Verification (position is contingent on passing)
- Start

Sponsorship is not available for this position